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Don’t Count – Count on Visual Perception!
Klaus Rödler
Mathe inklusiv, Frankfurt

Abstract
Verbal counting is the first step in the child‘s number building and this is why it seems natural
to start arithmetic in school based on this competence. Under a cultural historical view, the
development of number does not start with verbal counting but rather with ‚concrete counting‘.
Number words and the number word sequence developed after experience with concrete
numbers.
This article describes the roots, basics, and first practical steps of a didactics based on perception
rather than on verbal counting.
This proposed change allows inclusive lessons that prevent all students from misunderstanding
calculation as a quick or clever form of counting and from becoming stuck in solidified
counting.
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Solidified Counting as a Key Problem
Don’t count is an unusual imperative in an article about computation and the development of
number sense. Can we not say that counting is the first property that children learn about
numbers? Further, is it not generally agreed that counting is the first step towards cardinal
understanding? „Counting provides children with the bridge between concrete but limited
perception and abstract but general mathematical ideas. It is counting that puts abstract number
and simple arithmetic within the reach of the young child“ (Barroody 1987, p.33, quoted after
Moser-Opitz 2008, p. 63). For Freudenthal, the Zählzahl (counting-number) plays the first and
most important role in the genesis of the concept of number. In addition, he denies that quantity
might be a concept that grows out of perception and the understanding of invariance
(Freudenthal 1977, p. 177-178). There seems to be no need of further debating this crucial
aspect.
As a result of this universal conviction, the learning of number and computation starts with
verbal counting. „From counting to a structured understanding of numbers“ is Gaidoschik’s
title of a chapter in his dissertation where he describes the methods that help children on their
path to reasonable computation (Gaidoschik 2010, p. 208). Lessons might strengthen the
acquisition of the cardinal aspect by using patterns or manipulatives with five-based structures.
Lessons might use certain types of tasks to help children to construct number as ‚verbal or
abstract unit items‘ (Steffe quoted in Fuson 1988, p. 54). All these concepts are based on the
idea of starting with counting and developing the student’s number concepts from the number
sequence as a starting point. This view has the consequence that computation starts with
addition followed later by subtraction. This seems natural as both operations can be easily
solved by counting.1
On the other hand, we should aim to keep the standard high. Our goal should be for all students
to learn to calculate with a cardinal understanding. Further, all students should understand the
decimal system and should be able to use this cardinal structure in smart calculation methods.
We should not except that „a significant proportion of second graders, perhaps the majority“
constructs ten only as a ‚numercial composite‘ (Cobb&Wheatley 1988, p. 5), and 19% of the
4th-grader group performed below the NAEP basic level (NCES 2021). Even the 3.6-6.6 % of
children with mathematical learning disablities or a diagnosis of dyscalculia should be still in
our focus (Dorheim 2007, p. 13 ff.), as should the even larger group of children with learning
and other disabillities. While schooling is not successful for all students, it makes sense to
question the basis of teaching methodology in this field. This is especially so when solidified
counting is one typical symptom of children with difficulties in understanding calculations.
The symptoms of weak performance are broadly described in works such as Moser-Opitz
(2008), Gerster&Schultz (2004), and Gaidoschik (2010). In addition to the phenomenon of
solidified counting, children may lack the concept of a part-whole-scheme, and they may also
lack the concept of ten as a reversible unit together with an absence of understanding and
reasonable use of the place-value-system. However, the causes of this failure are not sought in
the lessons and even less in the basic didactic assumptions of the curricula. Instead, they are
1

Cobb&Wheatley‘s (1988) research on „Children‘s Initial Understanding of Ten“ also shows that verbal counting seems
to be the only basis for developing number concept. The described development shows up in the ability to use tens and
ones in counting. Other solutions based on the concept of operation and contra-operation and/or on step-by-step
approximation are not mentioned. The performance of the children indicates their use of mechanical and systematic
counting. However, they have not yet learned to think in reversible operative arithmetic structures, and they have not
managed to overcome particular hurdles as given in 5 and 6 (see down, p. 7-8).
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sought in the students, in their cognitive abilities, in perceptual problems, and in their social
background. Weak performance in calculation had become something as a medical diagnosis.
Meyerhöfer (2011) criticises this approach. He describes how didactics such as Raddatz or
Gerster have moved the focus away from the analysis of personal disabilities towards the
analysis of neccessary processes of understanding. The term ‚Dyscalculia‘ was replaced by
‚Rechenschwäche‘ (‚weak calculation‘) which both names and describes the symptom. But –
following Meyerhöfer – the math-didactic community has still remained focussed on the child‘s
difficulties.
Meyerhöfer demands a change to this view. The math-didactic community should ask the
question as to which obstacles lie in the subject itself, and ask what exactly must be understood
when the goal is reasonable calculation. A further question is which of these obstacles are basic,
given that they block the further learning process?
The factual hurdles that must be overcome Meyerhöfer terms „besondere stoffliche Hürden“
(particular factual hurdles), and he claims that it is the school’s task to enpower every child to
overcome them. However, he does not give more precise information about what he identifies
as a ‚besondere stoffliche Hürde‘. In light of this, a crucial goal of this article is to propose an
answer to this important question.
My goal in this paper is to propose a sequence of hurdles or obstacles that are crucial for
understanding numbers written in a place-value-system. Here, I describe and justify the
relevance and the order of those hurdles. One argument I give here is that we can analyze these
hurdles by searching the steps of development in the cultural history of number and
computation. It is an important background to my thinking and of my didactic concept ‚Math
Inclusive – Calculation through Acting‘ that cultural history can teach us what has to be
understood and also illuminate which sort of tasks enable us to acheive understanding (Rödler
1998, 2006a, 2010, 2011, 2015, 2016a, 2018, 2020).
We can ask which tasks can initiate processes of accommodation, and that is the central
question. This is so because it is accomodation that is necessary to change and develop a concept
(von Glaserfeld 1997, pp. 72 ff., 168 f., 191). And it was the development of accommodations
of number concepts that led mankind over many thousands of years to the modern level of
understanding of number in a place-value-system.
In contrast to our familiar point of view, the starting point of mankind was not the number word
sequence - not even the single number word. Words followed the experience of concrete
counting. Cardinality, number-words and the part-whole-scheme were all rooted in experiences
of perception in a context of a numercial problem (Menninger 1979, Ifrah 1987, Damerov et al.
1994a/b, Zaslavski 1999). Before I come to the main points of my article (‚What has to be
understood‘ and ‚How it can be understood‘), I want to give a short overview about the first
steps of human number building from cultural historical perspective.
I am convinced that it is this misinterpretation of the starting point that narrows the analysis of
computational problems and therefore the spectrum of didactic methods. The idea that number
necessarily starts with verbal counting and therefore depends on competences that are based on
the number word sequence, is, for me, the key mistake and has a constricting effect. It is
important to detect that this assumption is a constraint (von Glaserfeld 1997, pp. 62-77) in
recognizing the relevance of concrete numbers and in that context of perception. I argue that
this view allows new and valuable discussion on the topic.
1. The Beginning of Number Sense under a Cultural Historical Perspective
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If we change our view and look to the origin of number, we must go more than 20,000 years
into the past. By doing this, we can find people that did not have numbers, just as very young
children do not (Menninger 1979, Ifrah 1988). So, we must ask the question: Why did humans
develop numbers? There must have been a reason.
We do not have a time-machine, but we know that concepts are constructions and grow out of
acting and reflected experience (von Glaserfeld 1979). New concepts are found when there are
relevant problems that demand new solutions. Maybe those early humans wanted to ensure that
no sheep of the flock was lost. Maybe they wanted to know how often the sun rises from full
moon to full moon. Maybe they wanted to count dead enemies to find out who of a tribe is the
most powerful warrior. For whatever reason, there was a cardinal reality that was important.
But, there were no words for precise quantities and thus they they counted with objects. Humans
took stones or shells or they carved wood or bones. Counting was a material process! The
number was a ‚concrete number‘ (Rödler 2006a, 2011, 2016, 2020). „So many“ was the only
expression they needed.2 Maybe, they had words with the meaning of ‚some‘, ‚many‘ or ‚a lot‘;
there was no need for more precision.
From this beginning, we can learn two things about the root of our numbers: First, the evolution
did not start with the counting-process – it started with the need to get hold of a cardinal reality.
Without a need, there is no action. Second, counting did not start as a verbal concept. It started
with a concrete one-to-one or an ‚analog mapping‘ (Rödler 2011, 2020), based on a material
process. This mapping fixed the cardinal reality into a material ‚re-presentation‘ (von Glaserfeld
1979).
There was no need for verbal counting in order to create cardinal meaning. The cardinal was
already a concept. Fingers, carving, stones or shells were the items that reduced a
heterogeneous reality into a collection of homogeneous unit items. At the same moment, these
collections of unit items re-presented the counted reality and thus stood for something. In this
sense, it was a „single whole“ (Fuson 1988, p. 8); it was an ‚abstract composite unit‘
(Gerster&Schultz 2004, p. 58).
Small quantities up to three or four could be identified and distinguished by subitizing. So, it is
not surprising that the first number words had the meaning of our one, two, three (four); larger
quantities were termed as ‚many‘ (Menninger 1979, I, p. 33).
In the beginning, those first number words were used as adjectives (Menninger 1979, I, p. 33
ff.). They were closely connected to what they designate. But because of the experience of
material counting and the perceptive identity of for example III and III (even if the both III
counted different objects), the concept of the number as an abstract whole was possible to be
reflected and in this context arose the option of creating abstract number words that were not
bound to a specific counted reality (Menninger 1979, I, p. 48).
This development of number words did not automatically create a number sequence. New
words were built out of existing words or visible structures: A pair of pairs, a double four, two
more than a hand. Step by step, number words for larger quantities were found and ‚many‘
gained new meanings. Menninger writes about „Zählgrenzen“ (borders of counting) und
„Rangschwellen“ (thresholds) that had to be overcome. Concrete patterns and bundles create
visual gradiations and so the verbal number sequence could be built by designating these grades
and designating the gaps between those grades. Menninger describes this principle of building
larger number words as ‚Reihung und Bündelung‘ (sequencing and bundling). He stresses that
this process was possible because the counting and finding of words no longer occured at the

2

There has been a second form of counting using parts of the body. Those ‚body-numbers‘ allowed to name quantities
higher than four and were strictly ordinal (Ifrah 1987, p. 30-31). But when we research the number-systems of higher
cultures and especially those our decimal place value system is rooted in, we find no links to these counting techniques.
Obviously they have been something like a dead-end.
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counted quantities in reality but on the concrete number, which was built by concrete counting
in the form of a material one-to-one-mapping (Menninger 1979, pp. 49 ff.).3
The familiar view on learning numbers and computation describes the necessity of developing
a cardinal understanding of the number word originally found by verbal counting. This
development of the child is described in steps of knowledge. The counting scheme develops
(Gelman&Gallistel 1978, Fuson 1988) and the understanding of counting items has to develop
from perceptual unit items to the construction of number as a ‘composite unit’ (Steffe&Cobb
1988 after Gerster&Schultz 2004, p. 56-58)The fact that there is so much research in this field
underlines the difficulties that some children have. There is so much research as even if most
of the children succeed in learning reasonable computation, there are many who do not. For
such children, the concept of number stays basic and hinders them from reasonable computational development. And thus they are stuck with solidified counting.
The cultural historical view shows us that the development from ‚perceptual unit item‘ to an
‚abstract composite unit‘ originally happened before (!) the number word sequence was
developed. When number words arose, the cardinal aspect of number was already constructed.
Words were named cardinality from the very beginning.
This fact helps us to understand why the existing number word sequence is not only a chance
for most children but also a burden for some: A constraint! It hinders those students from the
development of the basic ideas, and that is the reason why it makes sense to search for
alternative curricula that are not based on the number word sequence but are based rather in
concrete counting and perceptual reflection, just as things began more than 20,000 years ago.
This introduction aims to make my rethinking of teaching calculation understandable. I assume
that children are just as much at the beginning of their conceptual number development as early
humans. Analogous to Norbert Elias (Elias 1976, p. LXXIV), I assume that during their mental
and conceptual development, children need to overcome the similar conceptual hurdles that we
see throughout cultural history. These basic assumptions make it possible to formulate the
epistemological hurdles more precisely. I think this is exactly what Meyerhöfer’s concept of
„nicht bearbeitete stoffliche Hürden“ calls for. It helps us to realize what a student must
understand in order to prevent the development of arithmetic impairment.
2. What has to be Understood? – 10 Particular Hurdles
In this section, I describe what must be understood; however, I do not describe here how this is
done. I discuss that aspect in the next section.
The ten hurdles I describe here are those that I feel to be essential for an understanding of
number and place-value. They also build a sequence. In particular, the first six hurdles build on
each other and form the basis for discussion of the final four. And within the first six the first
four hurdles again are crucial.
This does not mean that lessons should thematisize one after the other. Learning processes and
especially understanding does not go step by step and is therefore not a stairway of perfect
stages. Knowledge grows by processes of approximation. This requires a complex process of
dealing with experiences on different levels at the same time. The teacher must acquire an
overview in order to understand the connection of basics and progress to more challenging
aspects. It is this complexity which makes this sort of curriculum an inclusive one. It allows
learning and understanding on different levels at the same time.

3

Similar developments are described in Zaslavski (1999). Here it is striking that in Bantu there are „wide variations in
the words for 6, 7, 8 and 9“ but „we find similarity in the names for 2, 3, 4 and 5.“ (Zaslavski 1999, p. 39). The word for
5 is included here, because numbers are closely related to finger-gestures and the ‚full hand‘ gives a perceptive five.
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•

First Particular Hurdle: The Need for Building Numbers

It is amazing: The first and most important hurdle is ignored in school, namely the need for
building numbers. Courses and tutorials start with verbal counting, learning the number signs,
and giving these number-representations cardinal meaning and structure. Nobody seems to ask
what relevance numbers have apart from teaching courses. Besides counting rhymes, number
seems to be nothing more than a cultural technique that must be learned as useful for future life.
In textbooks, authors emphasize this learning with child orientated content: for instance,
lighting and blowing out birthday candles, sitting and flying birds, children at the playground
and cars in the street, and so on. But all these situations in a child’s life have no relevance
besides counting. All other aspects are irrelevant and do not really matter. This fact strengthens
the child’s impression that numbers have nothing to do with their own actual life. They are
artificial and something that becomes relevant in the future. This false impression needs to be
changed!
Counting must be made relevant to the child’s life now! Counting contexts must be provided
that are rooted in the enviroment of the child and are therefore relevant for his or her life. For
example, when the next excursion is planned, it becomes important to ascertain whether the
majority prefers the zoo, the playground, or a museum, for instance. Such experiences build the
motivation to count and bring number and patterns of the surrounding world into the child’s
focus of interest. This is the first and most important basic to built up a competent concept of
number.
•

Second Particular Hurdle: Cardinality (Number as a Collection of Single Unit Items)

The child that becomes interested in a certain quantity makes these elements into perceptual
unit items, which then makes it possible to count them. This is usually done by saying the
number word sequence while touching one object after the other with their fingers or by eyecontact. However, this verbal counting does not mean that the child already understands the
final word as the number for the whole quantity. There are different steps of development. For
verbal or concrete counting, further development requires understanding the cardinality of the
counted number in terms of a collection of countable single unit items (Gerster&Schultz 2004,
p. 56-62).
•

Third Particular Hurdle: Number as a Cardinal Whole (Single Whole/Abstract
Composite Unit)

Numbers such as five or six should be understood not only as collections of single unit items.
That is not sufficient, because it means that computation is dependent on counting processes.
Numbers should also be understood as wholes. In German, we can formulate the difference
easily. IIIII should not only ‚fünf‘, but also a ‚Fünfer‘; not only five, but a ‚fiver‘. A child needs
to understand that numbers are wholes, which can be used as modules or building blocks.
Such a whole is invariant, and it can stand for many different quantities in reality. A ‚Fünfer‘
can stand for five fingers as well as for five toes or five candles on the birthday cake. This
understanding of the number as a whole makes it possible to build bigger numbers out of smaller
ones and to divide a number into parts, not only into ones.
•

Fourth Particular Hurdle: The Part-Whole-Scheme

For Gerster&Schultz (2004), the part-whole-scheme is the crucial point in the development of
number understanding as it allows computation without counting. They cite Resnick:
„The Part-Whole schema specifies relationships among triples of numbers. In the triple 2-5-7,
for example, 7 is allways the whole; 5 and 2 are allways the parts. Together, 5 and 2 satisfy the
equivalence constraint for the whole: 7. The relationship among 2, 5 and 7 holds whether the
12

problem is given as 5+2=?, 7-5=?, 7-2=?, 2+_=7, or _+5=7“ (Resnick, 1983, 115)
(Gerster&Schultz 2004, p. 79).
What should be understood is that the decomposition provides the parts that build the whole.
That is why the knowledge of partitions gives the answer to all equations with addition and
subtraction.
Numbers are building blocks that build bigger numbers, and bigger numbers can be broken into
such blocks. A subtraction takes away one of the blocks and leaves the other, and addition
rebuilds the whole. An equation such as 2+_=7 or 7=5+_ asks for the other block, and an
equation such as 7-_=2 or 5=7-_ does the same in that it asks which part has been removed
when a certain part is left.
This fundamental understanding of number in the part-whole-scheme is the goal that should be
reached as soon as possible; not only because it allows fast and secure calculation, but also
because two-digit numbers are built out of two such building blocks: the tens and the ones.
•

Fifth Particular Hurdle: Tens-Ones Breakdown of the Two-Digit Number

Our place value system4 builds large numbers from building blocks that are encoded in decimal
place values. In the two-digit number range, these are the tens and ones.
To understand that a 35 is built out of a thirty and a five does not need a change in concept. For
a child with a solid part-whole-scheme there is nothing new, besides the number words for the
tens (ten, twenty, thirty, …) and their cardinal understanding. The tens-ones-breakdown can be
learned by assimilation!
•

Sixth Particular Hurdle: Reversible Tens

More difficulties relate to the sixth hurdle, and weak performers often fail at this point
(Gerster&Schultz 2004, p. 80-99). For operations with two-digit numbers as well as for the
understanding of place values in bigger number ranges, it is equally important to understand
the reversible relation between ones and tens: Tens are compositions of ten units and therefore
can be decomposed if necessary. Tens are not just a new unit; they are not just another ‚one‘.
Tens and ones do not exist independently of each other side by side – they must be understood
in their reversible relation.
This competence makes it possible to calculate tasks such as 15-8= , 47+9= , 43-18=, 25+47=
or 25+_=42 and 71-_=39 in reasonable steps.
•

Seventh Particular Hurdle: Number Signs are Coded Quantity, which Get Value by a
Convention

A number sign such as 125 seems to carry value. Our calculation techniques, especially written
calculation methods, strengthen that impression. Experienced calculators can decode the
number sign into the decimal building blocks by mental calculation. In lessons, children get
materialisations such as Dienes-material which translates these building blocks into a visual
cardinal reality by using rods as compositions of ten unit items, plates as compositions of
hundred (ten rods), and big cubes as composition of thousand (ten plates). The number sign
seems to be the starting point and carries value that can be visualized.
However, the number sign is just a sign just as the number word is just a word. It is a medium
of communication and does not carry value. Rather, it carries information and allows the
discussion or determinationof value, but this happens only for those who have already
4

Not only place value system! The Sumerian and Egyptian number signs, too, were based on tens and ones. The
concept of reversible decimal bundling is more basic and much older than our modern number system.
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constructed this value in their mind. The concept of decimal building needs to be already
constructed to decode the sign.
Under a cultural historical view, number signs and number words grew as re-presentations of
concrete numbers. They allowed communication about material experiences. ‚M‘ does not carry
a thousand, but it could be used for a thousand just as the Egyptian lotus-flower or a tree (if I
define a tree as a symbol for thousand in my own number system). It is a question of convention
to represent cardinal meaning into signs. That must be understood.
•

Eighth Particular Hurdle: Idea of Bundling /Concept of Decimal Value Levels

Hurdles 7 and 8 are closely related. The two aspects of knowledge must interact to understand
the problem and overcome these two hurdles.
In order to understand a convention and to re-build the coded value, it is a prerequisite that the
user of the number sign has already built up the fundamental ideas that are decoded. Concerning
our place-value system, this means that the concept of reversible decimal building blocks needs
to be established. If not, and if a child‘s concept is still based in the number sequence, she or he
will decode the three digits in 125 as one, two and five instead of a hundred, twenty and five.
On this conceptual basis, such a child will solve the task 43+24= correctly with ‚67‘ by
calculating with the digits as numbers: 4+2=6 and 3+4=7, but they will fail with 43-24= ,
because typically he or she computes the result 21 by 4-2=2 and 3-4=1.
In order to understand the concept of a place-value, it is not enough to think in tens, hundreds
and thousands as long as these value levels are material concepts like ‚tens are rods‘ and
‚hundreds are plates‘, the concept of a bundle is something like a unit item of higher value. This
concept fits to the cultural stage of Sumerian and Egyptian numbers. In addition, we still find
it it in the ‚Roman‘ numbers of the middle ages.
Place value develops, when bundling becomes a process: ‚Ten of the smaller unit create a new
value level.‘ This idea made it possible to break out of material presentation of a definite
quantity and opened the space to the structural idea of computation. This breakthrough
happened first in computation techniques by using tools such as the calculation board, the
abacus, or the soroban. Counters became valuable depending on the position. Based on the
experience of thousands of years with material place value computation, it was possible to
understand bundling as a process that goes on and on and on. This experience made it
meaningful for humans to develop a number system that maps iteration: the place value system.
It is important to understand that overcoming this hurdle is a necessary condition but is not
sufficient. For some thousands of years, cultures had invented place value tools for computation
but did not take the step to a corresponding writing of numbers, and this shows that the
understanding of place value writing is a further hurdle to take.
•

Nineth Particular Hurdle: Place Value Numbers ‚upwards‘

The first understanding of value by bundling is based on the unit item, the one. Higher value
levels like tens, hundreds, thousands and so on can be created by bundling. It now must be
understood that every additional level is coded in a new position to the left. Instead of using
different signs for the different levels, we can use equal signs (digits) that get their value in
connection with the position.
Why was it so difficult to make this step in historical development and what makes it difficult
still for children to decode a multidigit number different from a collection of one-digit numbers?
It is the problem of the ‚zero‘!
14

Number signs are a coded quantity, and it is natural to build the whole number out of cardinal
modules. MMXXI means that we need two thousands, two tens and a one to have the number
of our actual year. Place value numbers make it necessary to write down what is missing: no
hundreds! Otherwise, the number 2021 would be missunderstood as 221.
And there is another problem: The correct number sign shows two ‚2‘. But they have a
completely different value. It is obvious that it is much easier to think of two thousands and two
tens when they are shown with MM and XX. Clearly that cannot mean the same. To decode the
one ‚2‘ as two different values demands a high level of developed construction of decimal value
levels. One needs to search for and expect them in the number sign.
•

Tenth Particular Hurdle: Complete Place Value System (including downwards)

Decimal bundling is the process that creates ascending new value levels, shown in number signs
with new positions on the left. Because these processes can be inverted, the bigger and the
smaller value level is in a reversible relation: thousands can be debundled into ten hundreds,
hundreds into ten tens and tens into ten ones.
Therefore, the system becomes complete when we demand that the indefinite process of
bundling should be equally indefinite in the direction of debundling.
What happens when the idea of ‚every value level can be debundled into ten smaller units‘ is
used on the level of ones? We get tenths! And if we continue descending, we create hundredths,
thousandths and so on. And every new smaller value level gets a position to the right.
This last step completes the full understanding of a decimal place value system.

3. How to Overcome these Particular Hurdles
A cultural historical view into the past has shown us that the process of number building and
computation started with concrete numbers. It has also helped us to understand the changes in
conceptual understanding and especially the obstacles that had to be overcome. The fact that all
these steps in development lasted thousands of years proves that there were hurdles to this
development. It was no easy and smooth continous process.
The thesis of the following section is that the epistomological question as to what a child must
build up in order to understand numbers and computation is closely related to the cultural
historical process. Here we can identify the problems and we can identify the hurdles and the
prerequisites that support certain changes in concept.
Concepts develop based on experiences. A change of a concept in terms of accommodation
depends on new experiences that disturb former interpretations. Therefore, didactics should ask
how the environment of the child can be changed in order to provide situations in which number
becomes relevant and the particular hurdles become a real problem in the child’s view. I will
describe here the start of this curriculum to give an impression as to how lessons change under
this view.5
Taking the first three particular hurdles ‘(need for building numbers, cardinal number and
number as a whole) is the basis for all further understanding. When students fail to compute
with understanding, the reason often is that they did not overcome these first three hurdles.
They are stuck in solidified counting computation because they did not overwind the number
concept of the number word sequence. They compute with the digits as numbers and with tricks
that allow them to solve problems by keeping on counting. New types of tasks are edited by
assimilation.
That leads us to the question of which setting helps children:
5

The further curricular in arithmetic, up to grade 4, is described in the following publications: Rödler 2012, 2013, 2016a,
2016b, 2018, 2020. Also in my youtube-channel, especially in playlist ‚Rechenprobleme‘.
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1. to become interested in building numbers.
2. to understand the aspect of cardinality (including invariance and classification)?
3. to understand numbers as cardinal wholes that can become building blocks for other
numbers.
This includes the question: Which setting helps children to stop assimilation to the number word
sequence and demands accomodation? A change in concept will not occur while our curriculum
begins with verbal counting and supports solutions on this basis. I am convinced that we need
to help children to experience the relevance of perception by solving counting and computation
tasks on this basis.
The methods I describe have developed through 25 years of practical work as a teacher in first
to fifth grade classes (Rödler 1997, 1998, 2006a, 2006b, 2012, 2013). All groups were very
heterogenious, and some were inclusive in sense of that they included children with special
needs. Inspired by Norbert Elias (Elias 1976, p. LXXIV) and it was based on the idea that early
cultural ideas of number might fit better to childrens’ natural concepts that I changed my
concept of teaching. Step by step and by trial and error, I tested the effect of using early cultural
historical number and calculation concepts. Out of this experience I developed the concept of
‚Calculation on Different Levels of Abstraction‘ (Rödler 2011). The following section describes
some fundamental didactical changes that have proven the worth of this basic idea. Under this
concept, perception becomes a key aspect. It marks the starting point, and it gives impulses for
conceptual development of understanding number.

A: Concrete Counting Instead of Verbal Counting (The Construction of Number)
Children seem to begin with numbers by learning the number word sequence, but as the term
‚number word‘ says: these are only words, and more is required to understand the concept of
number. The long way from the knowledge of words and sequence to the concept of the word
as a cardinal number has been broadly described (Gelman&Gallistel 1978, Fuson 1988,
Gerster&Schultz 2004, Dornheim 2008). This is the familiar view of the child‘s construction
of number based on verbal counting.6
Under a cultural historical view, the number arises earlier than the word. This is possible
because counting is a material process. It is concrete counting that creates the number as a
perceptible collection and as a whole of unit items. („So many!“) This concrete number allows
understanding of relevant consequences of the construction out of the counting process directly
by perception.
- A number is an abstraction that fixes the cardinal aspect of an unhomogeneous reality
and is thus a creation by purpose (Frege 1987, p. 93 ff.).
- A number is a fixed quantity of unit items.
- Because of the counted backround, changing position of the singles in space does not
change the value of the whole (invariance).
- Concrete numbers may differ in size and thus it is possible to order them as less, more,
and equal (ordinal aspect and idea of number sequence).
- Equal concrete numbers show that every number can stand for different quantities in
reality. So, every concrete number re-presents a class of counting results (classification).

6

That does not mean the relevance of perception is ignored. The role of ‚perceptual and conceptual subitizing‘
(Clements (1999) the importance of figurative gesture and patterns and of manipulatives that visualize numbers and
allow structured operations are common methods and suggestions, when it comes to the question how to prevent
weak calculation (see, Gerster&Schultz 2004, Moser-Opitz 2008, Gaidoschik 2010). However, this all happens based on
and still linked to the starting point of counting.
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From the very beginning, the number is understood in its cardinal function. And this is not a
sophisticated process. Rather, it is the direct consequence of the need for counting, and therefore
this starting point is an inclusive access to number and computation.
To prevent verbal counting, it is important that our questions and problems lead to larger
quantities. Otherwise, children will assimilate the counting problem and have no reason for
accomodation (von Glaserfeld 1997, p. 84ff. /Piaget 1974, p.154 ff.). If we are no more bound
to start with a small number range, it becomes possible to follow every question that arises in
the class: Are there more boys or girls among the first graders? How many doors do we find in
school? What is the favourite subject of the school’s students? Which car brand is the most
popular? It is obvious that projects like these demand something different rather than knowing
just the number sequence. It leads to a cooperative process of collecting information by concrete
counting in groups. It is a social process as every child is involved! Nobody stands aside because
this concrete counting does not require special prerequisites, and, importantly, nobody knows
the solution in advance, not even the teacher! What nobody knows, creates an inclusive setting!
That is a very important didactical rule.
To return to our subject, concrete counting creates concrete numbers, but differently to the
construction of the number out of the word sequence, this starting point creates and uses the
concept of cardinality from the very beginning. Cardinality as the basis of number is understood
by every learner.
Figure 1
shows the Figure 1: Abstract and Concrete Number
difference. When we locate
the number in the number
word or number sign on the
left, we must underlie the
cardinality in a second step.
Only
after
this
understanding of cardinality
is it possible to calculate
with understanding. Without
this
understanding,
calculations stay mechanical
and lead to solidified
counting
instead
of
computation.
When we locate the number
on the right, because this
collection of unit items was created by mapping a certain concept of reality, we have a cardinal
number that shows its value simply by perception. Number word and number sign are only
media of communication that are added afterwards. They allow us to talk about our created
numbers. Importantly, number words and number signs are not the numbers! At least not in the
beginning.
B: Giving Structure (Making Perception Possible)
Finding the answer to a real question by concrete counting automatically leads to the
limits of perception. If there is not a large difference, we can only distinguish small quantities
up to four (Gelman&Gallistel 1979, Fuson 1989, Clements 1999, Gerster& Schultz 2004). So,
when it comes to evaluating whether there are more boys or girls in school, we need to give the
counting result, the two concrete numbers, a perceptiple figure.
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By giving the students the experience of spontaneous perception of quantities, they find out that
this is easy up to three and four, bur that it is not possible with larger quantities. There is a limit
of competence in subitizing and thus it is plausible to
use this knowledge by structuring the cubes that re- Figure 2: More girls than boys
present the boys and the girls (Graphic 2). We get
‚buildings‘ that make these concrete numbers
perceptible. With these two buildings, the question
can be answered by every child and there is no need
for verbal counting.
Every child can find the answer by perception even
in this quite huge number range.
This has a strong effect on children in that they do not
have to be convinced and nothing needs to be trained,
thus there is no need for teaching. Arithemtic stays a
practical experience close to real problems in the
child’s reality, and therefor close to the child’s individual cognitive abilities.
‚So many‘ girls. ‚ ‘so many‘ boys. Counting is not necessarily a verbal process. The number
does not emerge out of the number word sequence as the number already exists.7 This is
therefore the new experience.
C: Words, Symbols and Signs (Language and Scripture of Arithmetic)
Numbers up to four can be distinguished without verbal counting, but rather by subitizing. If
we put one, two, three or four cubes under our hand and lift the hand for just a part of a second,
children are able recognize the number. We just need words for what we see. One, Three, Four,
Two – it is reasonable to give words to these visible differences.
The experience of naming the number without counting fosters the understanding that a number
is not only a collection of singletons but also a single whole. Thus, III is not only three in sense
of three singles but also a trinity that is different from a fourth or a pair.
Number words are a medium of communication as they describe value. Verbal counting
becomes necessary when perception does not allow naming a quantity spontaneously.
Importantly, verbal counting is a help in finding the word; it is not a process of creating number.
Figure 3: Which parts do you see?

Observe the building in figure 3. Maybe you first view the two
trinities.
Then you can describe the bulding with 2 ∙ 3 + 2 ∙ 3 + 1.
Or you see the single trinities. Then the term would be 4 ∙ 3 + 1.
If your first view perceives the layers (2 ∙ 2), your building is built
out of 2 ∙ 2 + 2 ∙ 2 + 2 ∙ 2 + 1.

7

Of course, it is possible to ask how many cubes there are exactly just as it is possible to name visible substructres like
two, four, eight, sixteen or even to count or distinguish the the numbers 52 and 47. It is even possible to talk about the
difference ‚five more girls‘. It is a typical complex situation that allows natural differentiation not only for the weak
performers but also for the very gifted. The main point is this: the starting question, the basis of the project, has been
already completely answered by perception. The number exists, before it is counted verbally and that is why it is an
inclusive project.
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Let us do it the other way round. Take cubes and lay a 3∙3-structure. Now put a 2∙2 as a second
floor and on top a last single cube. This building-manual we can write with 3 ∙ 3 + 2 ∙ 2 + 1.
Every building can be described in terms and each term can be understood as a construction
manual for a building! Every building provides an opportunity to talk about visible numbers
and about multplicative structures, and it is an occasion to also write down the words in the
scripture of arithmetic. Every term is an oppotunity to translate the signs into material reality.
Working in this field helps children to overcome the particular hurdles three and four as set out
above. Children become familiar with numbers such as 1, 2, 3 and 4 as cardinal wholes, and
they get used to recognizing structures of 4, 6, 8 and 9 built out of smaller parts. This is a first
step towards the understanding of number in the part-whole-scheme.
D: Concrete Calculations (Supporting Structures, Not Verbal Counting)
The entry into calculation, too, must support this important change in number concept. In the
beginning, computation should be less a question of finding the correct result than of learning
about operations and structured numbers. This starts at the first week in school!
If learning to compute has the goal of developing number concept, we must provide tasks that
focus numbers as wholes and as structures of wholes. If we want to prevent solidified counting,
we should not give tasks that are easily solved by verbal counting. Therefore, the familiar
approach of starting with addition is counter productive.
A child whose number-concept is based on (a certain level) of number word sequence will solve
3+4= easily by her or his way of counting. There is no natural disturbance that demands a
change in concept. The following subtraction will be solved in a fitting interpretation. Namely,
either by counting backwards, or, more often, by using fingers or a manipulative and count
forward three times. (7 − 4 = 3, because first the counting what is there: One, two, …,six,
seven and then putting singles away: One, two, three, four, and at the end counting what stays:
One, two, three.)
Manipulatives such as fingers, chains of pearls, or the abacus in a 20 number range are used as
a counting aids. Teachers show and explain how those manipulatives have a structure with five
and ten that can be used. However, weak performers do not integrate this information. When
they are on their own, they return to the verbal counting procedure that is deeply rooted in their
understanding of number. The correct result confirms that they have done well and thus they
are held in wrong thinking and they stuck in a dead-end.
Constructivism emphasizes that accomodation arises only when assimilation fails (von
Glaserfeld 1997). Therefore, the question is which entry in calculation provides such a
disturbance? Which operation focuses structure instead of counting? Which sequence of
operations helps the child to finally solve additions and subtractions within the framework of
the part-whole-scheme?
This is easy to solve by not starting with 3 + 4 = but with 3 ∙ 4 =!
- Starting Calculation by Multiplication and Division
Starting with multiplication instead of addition creates an inclusive situation. Unlike with 3 +
4 =, no child in first grade will know the answer for 3 ∙ 4 =, and therefore this task does not
divide the class. Every single child needs to approach the meaning of this operation and the
possibilities of the solution. However, every child is able to understand the problem when it is
translated into a real situation such as: There are 3 children, and every child has 4 cubes. How
many do they have altogether?
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In this introduction, the calculation happens at the level of reality. Every child understands what
is going on. Even the child who might not be able to count up to 12 and whose answer might
be ‚so many‘ understands the concept of multiplication.
The next step is therefore to transform the calculation from reality to the first level of number
building, to analog mapping (Figure 4). It is the stoneage-level, when concrete numbers were
used in concrete counting, and it is thus the lowest level of using a number.
Counting processes in class, as already described,
create numbers by using cubes as single unit items.
Patterns and buildings make it possible to talk about the
perceptible numbers up to four. Number words and
number signs are connected with these first numbers.
Operation signs become relevant when descriptions of
patterns and buildings are written down.
Parallel to this process, the same numbers and signs
emerge in computing tasks when we take the same
cubes. Thus, a ‚4‘ out of a counting process or in a
building shows the same cardinality as in the task 3 ∙
4 =.

Figure 4: Entry by Multiplication

3∙4=12

The cubes that are used in a concrete calculation are not
manipulatives nor are they illustrative or visual aids. Thus, they do not visualize abstract
symbols as this transition is already done by translating the abstract task 3 ∙ 4 = into reality.
The cubes and the cones map this reality onto the ‚calculation carpet‘8: Three children (cones)
with four cubes each. The cubes are concrete numbers!
Children who do
Figure 5: Number sign table (4 / four)
not know the
number signs, get
a ‚number sign
table‘ (Figure 5).
This makes it possible for all children to start to work on the same tasks. And all children can
find the results by acting with concrete numbers.
To start with multiplication has the advantage that all children are willing to calculate with
concrete numbers. There is nothing discriminating in calculating by acting. In addition, this
acting shows significant advantages with respect to developing the number concept in a
direction of numbers as a whole and the concept of structured numbers as shown here:
-

-

8

By laying 3 ∙ 4 = on the carpet, a counting child will count the first four and the second,
and maybe the third also. With every new task the child will learn that the second and
the third factor looks same as the first. Thus, when they have identified the first factor,
they can just rebuild the others by perception.
Only giving tasks with the factors zero to four will consolidate the visual concept of
these concrete numbers. This allows children to name them by subitizing and to grab
them at once. The items don’t need to be counted by verbal counting.
The solution of 2 ∙ 3 =/3 ∙ 2 = or 3 ∙ 4/4 ∙ 3 = shows the same result. This can easily
be understood: Children only need to put the corns on the other side of the rectangle.
This eqality can be seen and understood even better when it is connected with the
experience of patterns in buildings: Every rectangle (of cubes) can be named in two
ways, depending on the side of view.

All calculation happens on a carpet. This helps children to focus on the act of calculation and the partcipating numbers.
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-

Many children start to memorize 6 as a double-three, 8 as a double-four or 9 as three
threes.9 They build up the concept of numbers constructed out of smaller numbers.
The following operation division allows the insight that operations might be reversibly
related. The solution of 12: 3 = (There are 12 cubes. Three children share them. How
many does each get?) shows the same picture as the multiplication 3 ∙ 4 =. (Every child
gets four, because three times four equals twelve.)

To start with multiplication followed by division helps children to build up a cardinal view on
operations and supports the aspect of operation in correlations. This sequence supports the
change in number concept in direction of numbers as structured wholes that is the fundamental
prerequisite for calculations based on the part-whole-scheme. This start makes it possible to do
this work in an inclusive setting where all children work on the same tasks with the same
methods.

- Subtraction Before Addition
If we use the cubes as concrete numbers and
accept calculation as the solving of a task
concerning quantity or size, addition is an
operation that merges two parts.
This has the effect that the result often
overruns the limits of perception even in small
additions like 4 + 2 = (Figure 6) and this
means that the result must be determined by
counting.
If we instead solve the counter-operation, the
task 6 − 2 = on the level of analog mapping,
things are different (Figure 7). Though the
minuend must be counted, the operation itself
and the finding of the result is possible on the
basis of subitizing. Two cubes can be grabbed
at once and the remaining four can be
perceived at once. This supports the concept of
numbers as a whole.

Figure 6: Addition

𝟒+𝟐 =𝟔

Figure 7: Subtraction

𝟔– 𝟐 = 𝟒

If the subtrahend ‚Two‘, does not disappear in the operation, because subtraction means ‚Take
away and let lie!‘, the student realizes that subtraction is a form of segmentation. It splits the
minuend into one part that is taken away and one part that remains. Here we get a second
argument as to why subtraction should be first and addition should be second: The evidence of
the partition makes it possible to take notice of the operational context. It is obvious that when
6 − 2 = 4 the task 6 − 4 = can be solved with 2. Both subtractions split 6 into a 2 and a 4.
Further, it is natural to realize that uniting the two parts 2 and 4 will rebuild the 6. Addition
from the very beginning is something that is recognized as a task in the part-whole-scheme.
Addition and subtraction are counter-operations – one merges what the other has divided. From
6 − 2 = 4, we find 4 + 2 = 6 and 2+4 = 6. Subtraction as an action on the level of analog
mapping leads directly into the operational connection of partition, addition, and subtraction.
In other words, it leads into calculations in the part-whole-scheme.

9

This is not for early learning of multiplication tables, but it is rather an early opportunity to get acquainted with
numbers that are built out of other numbers: It is a first evidence of the part-whole-scheme!
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There is a third aspect to the curricula I recommend that is used to root the thinking in the childs
concept of number and operation. The children are not only given simple subtractions and
addition but also the whole bandwith of equations.
This starts in about the sixth week in the very small
number range up to 2, 3 and 4 and is carefully
extended to 5. Always in connection with the
‚Zerlegungshaus‘ (Figure 8), where the different
partners have to be filled in.

Figure 8: Zerlegungshaus of 2, 3 and 4

After filling in the possible partitions of three, the
child works on a sheet with tasks like
2+_= 3, _+1 =3, 3 =_+0, 3=_+3,
3 − 1 =_ , 3 − _ = 1 , 2 = 3 − _ .
If this works for ‚three‘ without counting, the next
step consists of tasks with one, two and three
mixed. And if this works, the number range is
extended to four and then to five. This deceleration
guarantees that children gain trust in calculation
without counting. They come to understand that
verbal counting is an aid for when the partitions are not known. Verbal counting is not the
calculation that we are aiming at. Rather, it is an auxilliary because of a lack of knowledge.

E: How to Encourage Concept Development
The use of concrete numbers on the level of analog mapping purely without any further
didactical additions helps children understand the cardinal basis of number and operation. Every
intervention, for example by putting the cubes on a 20th-field, prevents the intuitive natural
acting of the child and therefore limits the options of tasks. Multiplication and division do not
make sense on such a field and are nearly impossible by using a 20-abacus or a pearl-chain. The
realisation of a subtraction in form of a partition is equally impossible or, at least, it does not
give a clear picture.
All the familiar manipulatives have been invented in order to visualize an idea that does not lie
in the focus of the learner. The power of five and ten, for example, are worked into those fields,
chains, and abacuses, in order to introduce the idea into the childs thinking. However,
experience and research show that this does not necessarily happen (Cobb&Wheatley 1988,
Lorenz 1998).
However, starting with concrete numbers allows the child to calculate intuitively and correctly.
Practical calculation is just a use of daily experiences thereby taking more or giving away or of
sharing and multiplying. Thus, it is nothing new! It is only new in the sense that it happens in
analog mapping on a calculation carpet.
This intuitive acting leads to problems when numbers become bigger and when numbers need
to be named. It is the experience of a problem that legitimizes the intervention by a teacher.
There needs to be a disturbance for a child to be open to accomodation. I have described such
stitations when the task of comparing the cubes of boys and girls was not easily solved and,
here, it makes sense to intervene in order to explain the reason for the problem and to
demonstrate the limits of perception as well as the useful effect of structure and patterns. A good
intervention does not aim towards an unknown future. It aims to solve a present problem!
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If the intervention is a good one, there is no need for a long explanation or for training. The
child understands immediately, and he or she is capable of using this hint from then on. If, on
the other hand, the child needs a lot of words and teaching, there is something wrong. Mostly
this happens when there is too much future in the intervention, which means that there is too
much of what the child is not able to understand from his or her actual experience.
When children have begun to understand that
addition joins parts that have been parted by
subtraction, it makes sense to keep those parts visible
(Figure 9). Now it is the point to introduce twocoloured cubes for use in addition.
When children work on solving tasks such as 6+8=,
they find that neither summand can be controlled
visually if they are built out of singles and that the
result therefore must be counted. It is evident that
both problems disappear when a concrete fiver makes
six perceptive as a 5/1 and eight as a 5/3.
And if we lay the two concrete numbers under each
other, we can see the result ‚14‘ immediately (Figure
10) because the two fiver build ten and the rests one
and three build four.

Figure 9: Holding the summands visible

Figure 10: 6+8=14

It is a fiver that is introduced and not a tenner! The
tens, at this point in development, are not apparent to many children. Tens become important
when the number range develops in the direction of a hundred. In the range up to 20, there is
no need for tens. The five is legitimate because it it possible to overcome the limit of perception,
which is four. This is why in cultural history there is the five before the ten. And that is why
children spontanously understand the relevance and the worth of the ‚power of five‘ (Easley
1983, Flexer 1986, Gerster&Schultz 2004), at least, when we gave them the chance to
experience the problem.
Tens become important and their relevance in our number system is not experienced until the
recurring sequence of ones up to ten becomes apparent to children. This happens when they
start counting to one hundred. Tens become equally important when decimal structures need to
be named. This is possible before (!) the number sequence is secure. This, too, is something we
can learn from cultural history (Menninger 1979) and that we can translate into primary
didactics. I discuss this important aspect in the next section.
F: Lookout and Repeat as a Permanent Principle
Knowledge grows step by step, but not in the sense of one perfect step after the other. It is a
process of gradual approximation in parallel fields, and it needs groping movements of thought.
Its development needs reassurances in order to arrive at an assured knowledge. Some important
aspects such as the recursive decimal structure can only be understood in a larger number range.
On the other hand, calculation without verbal counting needs a view on structures and starts in
a smaller range.
Time is needed to build up calculation in a part-whole-scheme up to ten. We always have to
play in both fields: securing calculation in the small number range and building up the
knowledge of the large two and three digit numbers.
The introduction of the two digit number range and its translation into signs and words starts
early. In fact, it starts in the 5th week of school when our ‚school-day-counter‘ overcomes 23
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(Rödler 2014). Now it is possible to experience and discuss the connection between the two 10rods and the three cubes and the written number.
This concept of numbers built out of
decimal structures becomes central when Figure 11: The school-day-counter (111 days in school)
the hundredth school-day occurs. On the
school-day-counter, the ten tens are
changed into a hundred. Keeping on with
concrete counting and writing the number
signs daily helps children to understand
that a sign like 111 does not mean that
there are three ones. The school-daycounter shows that the ‚1‘ in a place value system can stand for very different value (Figure
11).
In parallel, the children sort big numbers by tens and ones and lay tens and ones in patterns
(Figure 12). This, too, allows children to connect the results with the written number sign. In
this process, again, every child can take part and this is possible because we have lowered the
level of abstraction.10 All a child needs to be capable of is to count up to ten, or at least lay pairs
of peas to each finger of one hand to create a heap.
We want to see the quantity as clearly as a written number, and there should be no more
counting when the number is named. This becomes possible when we lay the tens and ones in
patterns. This recurs to the very beginning, and very weak performers can use this entry into
the large number range at least for securing the small range up to nine and the one digit number
signs. But for the vast majority, this connection of concrete number, laid in perceptive decimal
patterns and corresponding number sign repeats not only structures numbers up to nine but also
clarifies the cardinal basis of our decimal place value system.
-

Which picture shows 29 peas?
What is the connection between the number sign and the cardinality we see on the first

Figure 12: Concrete number and number sign

29

35

-

20

carpet?
The ‚2‘ does not mean ‚two‘. It means two heaps. The ‚2‘ is a ‚twenty‘ not a ‚two‘! The
‚2‘ is not a number. It is a digit. And it contains the whole twenty.

10

No more concrete fiver, no more 5-cent-coins, no more two coloured cubes: the concrete number shows up as
countable in homogeneous ones. After having calculated on the level of concrete bundling and symbolic bundling, we
go back to the level of analog mapping. This lowering of abstraction is always used when numbers are large or problems
become complex!
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That also applies for the peas on the third carpet. The whole ‚twenty‘ is included in the
‚2‘.
- So why do we need the ‚0‘? – Just let it away. What stays? ‚2‘. We read two. Two ones.
But there are no ones. The ‚0‘ tells us: There are no ones!
The sign 20 says: Twenty and nothing.
-

In this way, it is easy to introduce all children in first grade to the cardinal meaning of two (and
three) digit numbers and to let them understand how to write those numbers with our place
value system.
On this basis, we also can start with computation!
If, for example, we ask how many peas there are
together on those three carpets, the result can be
found by acting. We only need to sort heaps and
ones.
It is evident then that the nine peas need only one
more to build another heap and so we move one
out of the five and find the result: eight heaps and
four; eighty and four: 84

Figure 13: The sum of 29, 35 and 20,
calculated on the level of first-graders

Tasks like 34 + 17 = or 45– 28 = are an
exercise in the understanding of two digit
numbers. They are a practise in understanding the place value system, and they provide a first
insight into operational proceedings.11 The goal at this point is not to practise mental calculation
with large numbers. Rather, the goals are more basic and children should understand the
following:
- tens are built out of ten ones, which is a prerequsite for the concept of ‚reversible tens‘.
- multi digit numbers are built out of tens and ones.
- sometimes tens must be dissolved into ones. (For example, in 45– 28 = ). This means
that they are a reversible structure.
- patterns allow spontaneous naming of numbers, and this makes it possible to use this
concrete numbers for calculation without counting.
- patterns allow spontanious answering, whether an addition creates a new ten (or a
subtraction effords to dissolve a ten) or not.
This example from the middle of the first grade proves just how complexity allows lookout and
repetition in the same situation. Complexity creates inclusive learning by natural differentiation.
Weak and poor performers are equally addressed and challenged. Differentiation therefore does
not split the class and it happens in a common learning process while doing the same things on
the same tasks.
It is also an example of interventions that are orientated towards the children’s focus and
concept of number. By lowering the level of abstraction, it is possible to get into large number
ranges and into complex questions. Raising the level of abstraction by using concrete or
symbolic bundles helps to rationalize concepts of computation.
Summary:

11

It is evident that this way of starting calculations leads to completely different number concepts and, in particular, to
different concepts of operation other than a path that is based on verbal counting and the word sequence of ones and
tens. Just compare this concrete calculation with the solutions of the students in Cobb&Wheatley (1988). We don’t have
to count verbally when we are capable of using structures.
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The perspective of cultural history provides a history of concrete numbers and concrete
computation. It begins with numbers that are created by analog mapping. They then develop by
integrating patterns and bundles to maintain the detectability, even in larger number ranges.
Number words develop out of the need to talk about what is perceptive. New number words are
created when patterns, structures, and concepts of bundling combine to overcome the
limitations of perception.
Historically, the extension of number range happened in the interplay of concrete number,
number word, and number sign. Larger and larger quantities were identified, named, and
designated. On the bases of this knowledge and experience, the verbal number sequence arose.
The verbal number sequence was not the starting point. Rather, it is a late conceptualization.
Maybe this is the reason that our cultural approach to reversing this natural order fails for some
children who know the verbal sequence but do not understand the cardinal basis.
The fact that it needed thousands of years to get to a number word sequence, to get into decimal
bundling and into concepts of reversible levels of decimal value, and, finally, to develop the
concept of writing number signs in a place value system shows that there are hurdles to
overcome. This should make us sensitive to the fact that it is precisely the same set of hurdles
that students must overcome currently when they start with calculation. Whereas humans
needed thousands of years, we should focus on these particular hurdles and give children the
time and experience that is necessary to develop the concept of number.
This development happens when children are drawn into concrete counting and concrete
calculation. It is based on the childs own concept of counting because this development happens
on the basis of the child’s thinking, the child is capable of reflecting on what is happening and
can therefore improve the procedure.
To enable perception is a key driver in this process. Without perception there is no control. In
order to sustain perception, the number concept must be developed. A developed number
concept is the basis of reasonable computation as it allows the use of structures rather than
simple counting.
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